Learning Intention
To understand the properties of different numbers to decide which is the ‘coolest number’.
Select your numbers from one of the rows. We have given you 5 numbers. Can you think of another
five you would like to work with?
Once you have decided all your numbers, complete all the activities on the Activity Board.
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1.

Sort your numbers into as 2. Place your numbers on a
many groups as you can.
number line.

E.g. Multiples, factors, odd,
prime, ascending etc. Are there
any other groups you can think
of?

Hint: you may need more
than one number line.

3. Use your numbers (and

add any others you might
need) to show sums
involving addition and
subtraction. Use rounding
and estimation to show
you have guessed the
answer first.

SITT: Place your numbers
on a number line not
starting at ‘0’.

Show you can use a variety of
strategies then pick your
favourite one.
Why is it your favourite?
4. For each of your numbers 5. Write each of your numbers 6. Round each of your
write a ‘What’s my
in expanded notation.
numbers to the nearest 10,
Number’ riddle.
100, 1,000 and 10,000.
Explain how you know your
E.g.
E.g.
rounding is correct.
- I am an odd number below 50
- I am a multiple of 3, 5 and 9
- My digits total 9.
- What number am I? (45)

7. Make pairs using your

numbers and estimate the
total sum, before you
calculate the answer.
Calculate the answer using your
chosen strategy and show the
difference.

71,256 = 70,000 +1,000 + 200 + 50 + 6

8.

Write each of your
numbers using words.
E.g.
31,217

E.g. 42 812
Nearest 10: 42,810
Nearest 100: 42,800
Nearest 1,000: 43,000
Nearest 10,000: 40,000
9. Show what each of your

numbers look like in MAB
blocks.
Now, show each number in
three other MAB ways.

Thirty one thousand, two hundred and seventeen

10. After completing each task, choose a journal question and

record your response on SeeSaw.
The maths words I used were….
The first thing I did to solve the problem was…
We do this at home when we…
What mathematics was involved in solving this problem?
What did you find challenging?
Where would you use this maths in the real world?
Why does that answer make sense?
I can prove my thinking by…
Did you make any interesting mistakes?
I can check my answer by…
The thing I like about Mathematics is…
I need help with… because…
The steps I followed were…

11. Decide which of your

numbers is the ‘coolest’
and explain why you have
chosen this number.

